Sparse array techniques for 2D array ultrasound imaging
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Ultrasound imaging is the cheapest and the most secure imaging modality used in every day diagnosis. One of the most attractive ultrasound fields in recent years is three dimensional imaging with 2D matrix probe. The difficulty to realize these probes comes from the huge number of elements necessary to its composition. In our application, the probe is composed of 1024 elements (64x16) which are too many for most of the current beam formers that have usually 64 to 256 channels. Many techniques are proposed in literature to reduce the necessary active elements to be connected in the 2D array to preserve its beam characteristics. The paper presents one of these techniques known as the sparse array. Both the regular and the random configurations of this method are tackled. The simulated annealing algorithm is combined to the random sparse array to efficiently reduce the initial 1024 elements by minimizing the effect of side lobes on the resulting beam pattern. The probe is intended to be suitable for needle tracking during hepatic biopsy and therapy applications. It can also be used in other micro-tools or internal organs operations.

1 Introduction

In 3D ultrasound imaging, the experiments are mostly conducted with 3D mechanical probes. It would be extremely interesting to work with 2D matrix arrays electronically controlled. However the control of such arrays is a technical challenge because of their huge number of elements that makes difficult their connections. These arrays are under study since many years but till now there are still not used in clinical routine. Many methods have been studied to reduce the number of elements and the most efficient one is the sparse array technique [1]. This later does not present only advantages; it deteriorates the beam pattern compared to the dense array. After the element number reduction, a beam pattern optimization is necessary to correct some of the drawbacks, mainly the side lobes apparition.

In a recent publication [2] our team has presented the results of an algorithm for needle detection in 3D mechanical ultrasound data. The detection algorithm based on a RANSAC procedure is fast and accurate but the volume acquisition time is a limitation for this application. The 2D array imaging is a solution to this limitation and that is why we propose a method to design a 2D sparse matrix array for hepatic biopsy. The dimensions of the probe are chosen in accordance to intercostal distance.

The simulation results presented in this work proves the feasibility of this probe for liver imaging.

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 the state of art in the 2D array domain is described, the explanation of the new method and the section III the characteristics of the biopsy probe considered. The sections IV and V are respectively sparse techniques the discussion and the conclusion.

2 State of art

B mode imaging with 1D array probes presents many limitations in human tissue representation. The real structures are three dimensional geometries and 1D probes just produce thin sliced planes at a given angle and it is difficult to localize and reproduce the same plane at a later time for follow-up studies [3]. This makes compulsory to the physician to memorize several 2D planes to reconstruct the entire observed structure. To overcome these limitations, 3D imaging using 1D arrays controlled mechanically to sweep the third spatial dimension has been developed. This imaging modality is based on linear or rotational displacement of a 1D probe to collect several 2D imaging planes for an image volume reconstruction. These volumes represent more correctly the human anatomy than individual 2D images which compose them. 3D mechanical imaging has been used in obstetrics for fetus evolution status viewing, in cardiology, in abdominal imaging [3], in surgical tools tracking [2]. Although 3D mechanical imaging overcomes some limitations of the classical 2D imaging, it presents its own limitations. It has a poor resolution in elevation direction and the volume reconstruction operation is very time consuming, this impedes this 3D imaging to be used in real time needed surgical operations imaging. So that, for needle detection (biopsy) or any surgical tool tracking 3D mechanical imaging will not be the best solution.

All these quoted limitations lead researchers to investigate a new kind of imaging probes: 2D arrays which are matrices of elements. Such kind of probes provides a solution to the elevation resolution problem because of their capability to focus ultrasonic beams in the two directions (elevation and lateral). Moreover they can produce real time volumetric images under some conditions. The 2D arrays do not present only advantages. The main difficulty is the technological aspect; a mean 2D array contains hundreds or even thousands of elements to be connected. This important element number poses a serious problem to the realization and so the everyday use of these probes. Many solutions were considered by the researchers to overcome this obstacle. The multiplexing can be used to connect by turns all the elements if the real time nature is not essential for the targeted application. This is the case in the 2D array synthetic aperture imaging as described in some studies presented in [4][5]. For the real time feasibility all the probe elements must be connected simultaneously to scan the entire volume in the same beamforming operation. To satisfy these conditions several methods such as sparse array [1][6], spiral array [7], row-column addressing [8] were investigated. Many studies about the sparse array were realized with roughly the same conclusion, that is the side lobes apparition, main lobe widening, and resolution loss [1][6].
3 Probe design and parameters

The main parameters of the probe are chosen based on the characteristics of the environment of the organ to be explored, which is the liver in this application. The frequency commonly used in liver imaging is 3.5 MHz [9] and this corresponds to a wavelength ($\lambda$) of 0.44 mm. To avoid grating lobes apparition the pitch value should not exceed a mid-wavelength but this condition also increases the main lobe width. A value slightly above the mid-wavelength is a good tradeoff and the pitch is chosen to be $d = 0.6\lambda$. The elements are squared and their size is $w_d = 0.5\lambda$ and the kerf = $0.1\lambda$. The probe elevation dimension must be smaller than the intercostal distance, which is about 5 mm, to avoid the reflection on ribs and the formation of image artifacts. With such a pitch the number of elements rows in the elevation direction is 22. For electronic adaptability this number is chosen to be 16. The number of elements in lateral direction is 64, currently used as selected elements number of a linear phased array, so the resulting probe contains $N=64\times16=1024$ elements. These are too many elements to connect because the typical channel number of beamformers doesn’t exceed 128; consequently $N$ has to be decreased without too much deterioration on the imaging features. The beam profiles of the 2D array are obtained by simulation with Field II [10][11]. All the beam profiles presented in this paper are obtained by plotting the maximum pressure of each A-line of the volume scanned in both lateral and elevation direction. As the probe is not square, the beam is not the same in the two directions.

![Figure 1: 64x16 2D array probe parameters](image1)

4 Sparse array techniques

To resolve the difficulty linked to the huge number of elements in the 2D array and make easy their use with the recent beamformers, the sparse array is the most promising solution among a mountain of approaches proposed in the literature [1][6].

Before using the sparse array, we can opt for the reduced dense array as proposed by Turnbull et al [1]. This technique consists in deactivating the edge elements and activating only the circular (or elliptic for non-squared array) part of elements matrix. Moving from a square (or rectangular) aperture to a circular one reduces elements number of about 20% of the initial element [12] to 30% [13].

The initial array containing 1024 elements was reduced to 728 elements (29% lower). This reduction doesn’t affect because of the weak contribution of these edge elements in the resulted beam pattern (Figure 2). This reduced form will be used in the sparse array techniques presented in this paper.

The beam profiles presented in Figure 2 (as all the other beam profiles) in this paper are obtained by plotting the maximum pressure of each A-line in lateral and elevation direction. Because of the symmetry of the beam profile, only its right part is plotted.

![Figure 2: simulation at 40 mm depth: 2D array beam conservation before (continuous line) and after (dotted line) the corner elements deactivation](image2)

4.1 Regular sparse array

The regular (or periodical) version is obtained by periodically activation of a precise number of elements. This method presents a good beam pattern in terms of main lobe width and pressure intensity and its permits a good reduction in the element number. Its main drawback is the grating lobes apparition due to the array periodicity (Figure 3 d, e, and f). The grating lobes come from the spatial sampling of the element in the probe when the elements size is larger than the mid-wavelength (as Shannon condition in signal processing). The Figure 3 represents three different configurations of the regular sparse array presented by Austeng et al [12]. The first configuration Figure 3a) is obtained by activating one element out of two, the second Figure 3b) by activating two elements out of three and the last one Figure 3c) by activating one element out of three. This gives 2D arrays which pitches are larger than the initial probe pitch shown in Figure 1). This increase of the pitch leads to high grating lobes which are too close to the main lobe. To minimize the effect the grating lobes, the concept of effective aperture is sometimes used.

The effective aperture is a concept applied to the sparse periodic arrays. This concept consists in emitting with a configuration and receiving with another in the manner that the side lobes in emission correspond to the zeros of the pressure profile of the reception [12][14]. In most of time no element must be common to both transmission and reception aperture but some exceptions exist [14]. The same concept with some light modifications is called coarray in [15]. The results when using this concept in the grating lobes reduction purpose are shown by Figure 4. The emission uses the 2D array of Figure 3a) and the reception uses respectively the same 2D array, the one of Figure 3b) and Figure 3c). As the grating lobes positions of Figure 3a) are different of that of...
Figure 3b and c), the resulting beam profile has much lower grating lobes (Figure 4 full dotted line and dashed dotted line). The difficulty of the regular sparse array use in the practical case comes from the constraint to have two different 2D arrays in emission and in reception to perform a good beam pattern.

Figure 3: regular sparse array configurations a) with ½ active elements (256), b) 2/3 active elements (334), c) 1/3 active elements (132) and respectively d), e) and f) their beam profiles (dotted line) compared to the dense array's one (continuous line)

Figure 4: emission with ½ active elements probe and reception with the same array (continuous line), with a 1/3 active elements probe (continuous dotted line) and with a 2/3 active elements array (dashed dotted line)

4.2 Random sparse array

The random version is the most promising reduction technique among all other studied because of its presents the good tradeoff between the grating lobes and the active elements number comparing to the regular one. In this later the grating lobes have the same level as in the dense array but its drawback is due to another unwanted phenomenon which is the side lobes (local maxima in undesired direction). In the example of Figure 5a), the 2D array is filled with 256 active elements randomly placed within the array. The Figure 5b) illustrates the apparition of the side lobes when the active element decreases in the random sparse technique. As the activation of the element is random, it is possible to use an optimization algorithm to minimize both the element number and the side lobes level. In this purpose some studies used the simulated annealing algorithm[16] and the genetic algorithm[17]. In this paper the simulated technique is used to minimize the side lobes level and to avoid the main lobe widening as presented in [16][13].

Figure 5: random sparse array beam profiles with 256 (continuous line), 180 (continuous dotted line) and 110 elements (dashed dotted line)
4.3 Optimized sparse array

The simulated annealing algorithm derived from the Metropolis algorithm [18] which was used in substances crystallization process to superimpose a cooling profile to the material. Kirkpatrick adapted the method to informatics problem optimization like the sparse array [19]. It is an iterative algorithm which perturbs the considered parameter’s value at each iteration. The algorithm begins with the initial values of the temperature (term used in reference to [18]) and the parameters of the cost function. The simulated annealing proceeds by jumping from the last value of the parameter to its neighbor (value disturbance). The temperature is high at the beginning, so any new value of the parameter can be easily accepted because the probability of acceptance of a new state is close to 1. The generation of the new value \( x^* \) of \( x \) was described in [19] by (2).

\[
p_i(x = x^*) = \begin{cases} e^{\frac{(E^* - E)}{kT}} & \text{if } E^* > E \\ 1 & \text{if } E^* \leq E \end{cases}
\]

(1)

\( E^* \) is the energy of the new state \( x^* \) and \( E \) is the energy of the current state \( x \). \( k \) is the Boltzmann constant and \( T \) is the temperature of the current iteration given by (2).

\[ T_i = 0.9T_0 \]

(2)

In 2D sparse array, as there are many possible positions for a randomly selected element, it will be interesting to find the most suitable one to minimize the inter-element distance effect on the beam. The performance criteria of the algorithm are based on the -6 dB bandwidth, the side lobes level (-40 dB in this case) and the main beam width. Any overlapping between elements is not accepted [6][20].

The optimization procedure with the simulated annealing is made by a cost function (4) which contains all the parameters to be optimized. The element number and the side lobes level are the main variables to be optimized. A general notation of this function was used in [21][16]. This function uses the pressure formulation established for the far field beam pattern by Nielsen et al [22]

\[
p(u,v) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} W_{i,j} e^{-\frac{2\pi}{\lambda} (x_i u + y_j v)}
\]

(3)

\( W_{i,j} \) coefficient of the element at position \( (i,j) \)

\( x_i, y_j \) coordinates of the element at position \( (i,j) \)

\( u, v \) beam direction vectors

This beam function is used to fix the side lobes level in the desired area. The global final function was expressed by Trucco et al [16] and by Chen et al [21]

\[
f(M) = k \left[ \sum_{(u,v) \in S} \left( \frac{p(u,v)}{A} - p_d(u,v) \right)^2 \right] + k_2 M^2
\]

(4)

\( A \) maximum of pressure

\( p_d \) desired side lobes level to be obtained

\( S \) area excluding the main lobe

\( M \) active elements’ number

\( k_1, k_2 \) coefficients showing the terms importance in \( f \)

The area \( S \) reserved to the main lobe depends on the application and the author’s choice. A completed study of the simulated annealing was detailed in [23][24].

4.4 Result of the array optimization

The beam profile of the dense array, used as the gold standard, is compared to that of 2D array optimized by simulated annealing (Figure 6). The 1024-element initial 2D array was reduced to 235 elements (77%) with good imaging features. The initial temperature value is \( T_0=1000 \) and the coefficients \( k_1 = 5000 \) and \( k_2 = 0.2 \). The main lobe widening in sparse array is overcome through the optimization, its value remains 0.2 mm at -6 dB (Figure 6c). The side lobes are lower than -40 dB too. The profile presented is obtained at a 40 mm depth.
The beam profile of the optimized 2D array in Figure 6c) follows as well the one of the dense array till the -40 dB level with even a thinner main lobe between 0 and -40 dB.

5 Discussion and conclusion

The probe study in this paper fits to the targeted application. The sparse array beam profile presents a beam width larger than the one of the dense array because an important part of the energy is spread out the entire volume. The inter-elements distance plays a significant effect on the beam profile. The simulated annealing permits to have a good tradeoff between the number of element and the beam profile by an optimization process. We focus on the elements number minimization and the side lobes level reduction. The main lobes width at –6 dB are 0.2 mm, as the needle medium radius is about 0.3 mm these results are acceptable for biopsy operations.

The beam profile of the optimized probe confirms that its fits well to biopsy applications. We will work to more reduce the elements number in the next step of our study by adopting a new strategy of elements placement into the probe and by modifying the cost function used to have a most efficient optimized probe.
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